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In the last 50 or so years, research in science education has provided a great

deal of information about how students develop an understanding of science 

concepts. In the pages that follow I will focus on three aspects of this 

development: the creation of intuitive understandings, the process of science

learning, and the presence of conceptual co-existence. I will then discuss 

their implications for science education. 

Intuitive Understandings 
Students are not blank slates when they are first exposed to the learning of 

science. On the contrary they bring to the science learning task intuitive 

understandings of the physical world, which can be very different from the 

scientific concepts and theories presented in the science classroom ( Driver 

and Easley, 1978 ; Clement, 1982 ; McCloskey, 1983 ; Novak, 1987 ). 

Researchers agree on the presence of these intuitive understandings, but 

disagree when they try to describe their nature. There are three main points 

of view on this matter. The first, known as the classical approach, claims that

students conceptions have the status of unitary intuitive theories, often 

resembling earlier theories in the history of science. The second approach, 

known as “ knowledge-in-pieces, claims that students” conceptions consist 

of a multiplicity of phenomenological principles or p-prims, which are 

abstracted from experiential knowledge. According to the third approach, 

known as framework theory, students' conceptions consist of a collection of 

beliefs and presuppositions, which are organized in loose but relatively 

coherent framework theories. 
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There is some evidence to support the claim that students' conceptions 

represent relatively stable and deeply held intuitive theories. For example, 

McCloskey (1983) showed that there are systematic beliefs about the motion

of objects that influence people's interactions with objects in the real world. 

These systematic beliefs are at variance from Newtonian mechanics and 

resemble a medieval theory of motion known as impetus theory. According 

to the impetus theory the motion of an object is maintained by a force 

internal to the object (impetus) which was acquired when the object was 

originally set in motion ( McCloskey, 1983 ). 

However, not all of students' conceptions can be characterized as unitary 

and systematic intuitive theories. According to Chi (2013) , in addition to 

false intuitive theories, people also have false beliefs and false mental 

models. There are also constraints on students' ways of reasoning, such as 

constraints on the nature of causal explanations, which can give rise to 

misinterpretations of scientific information. For example, people often rely on

a generalized version of a Direct-Causal schema to produce misconceived 

causal explanations for emergent processes, such as diffusion, natural 

selection, and heat transfer for which a direct-causal schema does not apply 

( Chi et al., 2012 ). Emergent processes do not have a single identifiable 

causal agent or an identifiable sequence of stages. On the contrary, they 

result from the simultaneous interactions of all agents. 

At the opposite end of the intuitive theory position is the claim that students'

initial understandings consist of knowledge-in-pieces ( diSessa, 1993 ). 

diSessa has provided evidence from extensive interviews with students to 
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support the position that students do not hold systematic and unitary 

intuitive theories but are internally inconsistent and fragmented and that 

their knowledge fragments can best be characterized in terms of p-prims. 

The “ knowledge-in-pieces” position can account for the inconsistencies 

often observed in students' explanations, especially when the students are 

asked to explain the same physical phenomena in different situational 

contexts. It is problematic, however, when it comes to interpreting students' 

more complex, theory-like constructions which have been found to be 

resistant to instruction such as the intuitive theories discussed earlier (

Clement, 1982 ). It also cannot explain constraints on students' causal 

explanations such as the ones described by Chi (2013) , which can give rise 

to erroneous interpretation of scientific information. 

Both the “ intuitive theory” and the “ knowledge-in-pieces” positions are 

based on empirical evidence coming from interviews with secondary school 

or University students and lay adults. In contrast, Vosniadou and her 

colleagues ( Vosniadou and Brewer, 1992 , 1994 ; Vosniadou, 2013 ; 

Vosniadou and Skopeliti, 2017 ) have argued that it is important to make a 

distinction between students' conceptions formed before exposure to science

instruction and after being exposed to science. They have used empirical 

evidence from interviews with young children before they were exposed to 

science instruction to argue that children interpret their everyday 

experiences in the context of lay culture to form beliefs, which are organized

in loose but relatively coherent framework theories ( Vosniadou, 2013 ; 

Vosniadou and Skopeliti, 2014 ). 
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A framework theory is different from an intuitive theory. An intuitive theory is

a cohesive, unitary theory, which might contain misconceptions of scientific 

information. On the contrary, a framework theory is considered to be a 

skeletal conceptual system that grounds our most fundamental ontological 

categorizations and causal devices in terms of which we understand the 

world and on the basis of which new information is built, before any 

exposure to science ( Wellman and Gelman, 1998 ). A framework theory 

lacks the systematicity, consistency, and explanatory power of scientific 

theories and it is not explicit and socially shared. It is however a principle-

based system with learning mechanisms, such as categorization and causal 

attribution, capable of giving rise to explanation of phenomena and 

prediction ( Gopnik et al., 2001 ; Slousky, 2003 ). For example, infants make 

an ontological distinction between objects with or without self-initiated 

movement (animate vs. inanimate). This distinction can then be used 

productively to categorize new, previously unseen, objects and attribute to 

them characteristics of animate or inanimate objects, such as solidity, need 

for support and the presence or absence of intentionality ( Vosniadou and 

Brewer, 1992 , 1994 ). 

The framework theory approach ( Vosniadou, 2013 ) does not exclude the 

possibility that knowledge elements such as p-prims might be present in our 

knowledge system. However, they are considered to be organized in loose 

conceptual structures from early on in childhood. Take for example the well-

known Ohm's p-prim—that more effort leads to more effect and more 

resistance leads to less effect ( diSessa, 1993 ). Although the Ohm's p-prim 

might serve to schematize a phenomenological experience, it can only be 
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formulated in a conceptual system in which a distinction has already been 

made between animate and inanimate objects and in which it is already 

known that effort is usually exerted by the pull or push of animate agents, 

that forces are implicated, and that the size and weight of the agents and of 

the objects in question are important ( Ioannides and Vosniadou, 2002 ). In 

other words, the very generation of an explanatory principle such as a p-prim

already presupposes the presence of a skeletal conceptual system, such as a

framework theory. Indeed, for researchers who employ a complex systems 

approach to science learning (e. g., Brown and Hammer, 2008 , 2013 ), also 

advocated by diSessa (1993) , the creation of integrative conceptual 

structures such as framework theories is not inconsistent with the 

knowledge-in-pieces approach. 

The Process of Science Learning 
The position one takes regarding the nature of students' intuitive 

understandings can have important implications about how one interprets 

the process of science learning. If students' conceptions have the form of 

intuitive theories then the process of science learning cannot be seen as one 

of accretion or enrichment of prior knowledge. What is needed is instead 

theory change, or otherwise known, conceptual change. Posner et al. (1982) 

argued that conceptual change requires the replacement of intuitive theories

with the correct scientific ones. This replacement was described as the result

of a rational process during which students need to become aware of the 

fundamental assumptions and epistemological commitments that 

characterize their intuitive theories and to realize their limitations and 

inadequacies vis. a vis. the scientific theory. 
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In the years that followed, the so called “ classical approach” became 

subject to a number of criticisms. One issue of contention was the proposal 

that intuitive understandings are replaced by scientific theories. Arguments 

regarding the co-existence of intuitive understandings and scientific 

concepts were put forward early on (e. g., Caravita and Halldén, 1994 ) but 

became supported by empirical evidence in recent years and will be 

discussed in greater detail later. 

Contrary to the sudden theory replacement via cognitive conflict view of 

science learning, the knowledge-in-pieces approach promoted the idea that 

the process of science learning should be seen as one of conceptual 

integration, during which the multiplicity of p-prims become organized into 

coherent scientific theories under the influence of instruction ( diSessa, 1993

, 2008 ). Smith et al. (1993) argued that cognitive conflict is not a good 

instructional strategy because it is inconsistent with a constructivist 

approach to learning; namely that learning is a process of building new 

knowledge on what we already know. They proposed instead that intuitive 

understandings are productive ideas that can serve as resources for science 

learning, and which evolve and become integrated in cohesive conceptual 

structures such as scientific theories through appropriate instruction. The 

emphasis on integration and discrimination rather than on confrontation and 

cognitive conflict is the hallmark of the knowledge-in-pieces approach to 

instruction (see also Clark and Linn, 2008 ). 

I will support a different view of science learning, one consistent with the 

framework theory approach. According to this view students organize their 
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intuitive understandings in loose and narrow but nevertheless relatively 

cohesive framework theories before they are exposed to science instruction. 

Framework theories are fundamentally different from scientific theories in 

their explanations, in their concepts, and in their ontological and 

epistemological presuppositions. When students who operate with an 

understanding of the physical world such as the one described as a 

framework theory of physics are first exposed to an incompatible and 

counter-intuitive scientific theory, they are not capable of understanding it. 

Assuming that these students use constructive learning mechanisms they 

will interpret the new scientific information in light of their prior knowledge. 

This constructive process will almost necessarily result in the creation of 

misconceptions which are hybrids—i. e., conceptions that have elements 

both of intuitive understandings and of scientific information. In a text 

comprehension study that tested the above proposition directly, Vosniadou 

and Skopeliti (2017) showed that many elementary school students who 

gave intuitive explanations of the day/night cycle at pretest either ignored 

the scientific information altogether, or created misconceptions when 

exposed to the counter-intuitive scientific explanation. These misconceptions

were hybrids that could be distinguished into fragmented and/or synthetic 

conceptions. A fragmented conception is one that combines intuitive 

understandings with scientific information without concern for internal 

consistency or explanatory power (e. g., day/night happens because the sun 

goes behind the mountains and also because the earth “ moves”). A 

synthetic conception also combines intuitive understandings with scientific 

information but does so in ways that show some concern for internal 
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consistency and explanatory power. Vosniadou and Skopeliti (2017) 

concluded that science learning is not produced through sudden insights but 

it is a slow and gradual process and that the generation of misconceptions is 

a natural outcome of this process. In other words, many misconceptions are 

not accidental errors but fragmented or synthetic conceptions produced 

when students use constructive learning mechanisms that connect 

incompatible scientific information with their prior knowledge. 

Co-existence of Intuitive Understandings and Scientific 
Concepts 
Recent research has shown that intuitive understandings are not completely 

replaced by scientific theories, not even in expert scientists. Rather, intuitive 

understandings co-exist with scientific concepts and may interfere with their 

access in scientific reasoning tasks. For example, Kelemen et al. (2013) 

showed that when tested under the pressure of time, with information 

processing capacity taxed, even expert scientists were likely to endorse non-

scientific, teleological explanations of phenomena. In another study, 

Shtulman and Valcarel (2012) showed that college-educated adults were less

accurate and slower to verify scientific concepts that were inconsistent 

compared to those that were consistent with naïve theories, suggesting that 

naïve theories continue to exist and interfere in the processing of scientific 

theories (see also Babai et al., 2010 ; Potvin et al., 2015 ). 

Masson et al. (2014) used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to 

compare brain activation in experts and novices when evaluating the 

correctness of simple electric circuits. Their results showed that experts, 

more than novices, activated brain areas involved in inhibition when 
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evaluating non-scientific circuits, presumably because they were suppressing

misconceptions encoded in their brain's neural networks. 

The phenomenon of the co-existence of intuitive understandings and 

scientific concepts and theories raises important problems for theories of 

science learning and instruction as well as for theories of knowledge 

organization and representation. If earlier belief systems are not supplanted 

by information acquired later, how consistent is our knowledge base? How is 

it possible for the inconsistent old and new belief systems to co-exist, and for

the inconsistencies not to be detected? 

One way to explain the puzzle of the co-existence of intuitive understandings

and scientific concepts is to see them not as incompatible representations 

organized within the same belief system, but as different belief systems 

encapsulated in overlapping but partly distinct neural networks within 

particular domains of knowledge ( Vosniadou, in press ). This view is more 

consistent with the results of cognitive neuroscience research, which show 

that conceptual knowledge is represented in distributed networks located in 

different parts of the adult brain ( Allan et al., 2014 ; Fugelsang and 

Mareschal, 2014 ). In such a system, coherence is not an attribute of the 

organization of information in the knowledge base but the outcome of an 

effective executive function system capable of selecting, integrating, or 

inhibiting information from different belief systems in ways that are 

appropriate for the task at hand. 

The role of executive function and its relation to academic learning and 

conceptual change has become an important area of research in recent 
https://assignbuster.com/the-development-of-students-understanding-of-
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years. Executive function is a set of neurocognitive skills, such as working 

memory, cognitive flexibility, and inhibitory control. These skills are 

fundamental for engaging in goal-directed thought and action and for 

learning, particularly the learning of counter-intuitive concepts in science 

and mathematics. Research has shown that executive function skills are 

significantly related to academic achievement and to conceptual change 

learning, even when intelligence and prior knowledge are controlled for (

Allan et al., 2014 ; Fugelsang and Mareschal, 2014 ; Vosniadou et al., 2018 ).

The learning of science and mathematics concepts that are inconsistent with

intuitive understandings has been associated specifically with the executive 

function skill of inhibitory control (see also Zaitchick et al., 2014 ; Carey et 

al., 2015 ). 

Implications for Teacher Education and Professional 
Development 
Different theoretical approaches to science learning have proposed different 

recommendations for science instruction. The classical approach ( Posner et 

al., 1982 ) considered cognitive conflict as the main instructional strategy for

science learning. Cognitive conflict works by presenting the learner with 

conflicting evidence. This conflicting evidence is designed to produce 

dissatisfaction with the learners' intuitive theory and the recognition that it 

needs to be replaced by the scientific theory. One of the problems with 

instructional uses of cognitive conflict is that it does not guarantee that 

learners will experience the intended external conflict as internal cognitive 

dissonance. Chinn and Brewer (1993) have presented persuasive arguments 

that indicate that learners can respond to conflicting evidence in different 
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ways. Indeed, many students and teachers hold inconsistent beliefs without 

being seemingly aware of the inconsistencies. 

Contrary to what is known as the classical approach, the “ knowledge-in-

pieces” ( diSessa, 1993 ) approach emphasizes the integration of students' 

p-prims into coherent scientific theories. This approach is based on the 

assumption that p-prims are productive and that what is needed is to find a 

way to integrate them into internally-consistent scientific theories. It does 

not, however, tell us what to do with intuitive understandings that might not 

be productive when it comes to learning a scientific theory. 

From the perspective of the framework theory there are three main points 

that need to be emphasized regarding instruction. First, science learning is a 

constructive process that gradually builds on and modifies prior knowledge. 

Depending on the learners' prior knowledge, learning the correct scientific 

explanation is not something that happens immediately and suddenly; 

rather, it may take some time to be accomplished—there is a learning 

progression involved ( Vosniadou and Brewer, 1992 , 1994 ; Wiser and Smith,

2008 ; Vosniadou and Skopeliti, 2017 , 2018 ). Indeed the whole idea of 

building learning progressions is to capture the intermediate steps in the 

learning of science concepts and theories ( Corcoran et al., 2009 ; Duschl et 

al., 2011 ). When science educators are aware of the students' learning 

progression in a given subject matter area, they can provide scientific 

information that is less likely to be misunderstood. 

Second, cognitive conflict can be used in the process of learning science but 

mainly in order to increase students' metacognitive awareness and 
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understanding of the gap between their existing beliefs and the new 

scientific information rather than to prove that intuitive understandings are 

wrong and need to be replaced. Intuitive understandings are resistant to 

instruction because they are immediate and common-sense interpretations 

of everyday experience and because they are constantly reinforced by this 

experience. On the contrary, scientific concepts are usually not supported by

everyday experience and require the construction of new, abstract, and 

complex representations that do not have a one-to-one correspondence to 

the things they represent. Students need to be facilitated to create these 

new, counter-intuitive representations, understand that they are based on 

different, non-egocentric perspectives and that they have much greater 

explanatory power. 

Last but not least science instruction needs to develop students' reasoning 

abilities, their epistemological beliefs and their executive function skills. 

Science learning requires complex spatial reasoning, the ability to take 

different perspectives, construct complex and abstract models and 

representations and inhibit prior knowledge so that new, conflicting 

information can be entertained. The cultivation of these skills and ways of 

reasoning should be an integral part of science instruction. 

Conclusions 
It has been argued that children start the knowledge acquisition process by 

forming beliefs based on their everyday experiences and lay culture. These 

beliefs are not isolated but organized in loose and narrow but relatively 

coherent framework theories. Although framework theories are implicit, not 
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socially shared and lack the systematicity and explanatory power of scientific

theories, they are principle-based systems with learning mechanisms such as

categorization and causal attribution that can give rise to explanation and 

prediction. Scientific concepts and theories are very different in their 

concepts, organization, ontological and epistemological presuppositions and 

in their representations from framework theories. They require major 

conceptual changes to take place in order to be fully understood. These 

conceptual changes take time to be accomplished. The development of 

science knowledge is a long and gradual process during which students use 

constructive learning mechanisms to assimilate new, scientific, information 

into their prior knowledge causing hybrid conceptions—or misconceptions. 

Science instruction needs to help students become aware of their 

experience-based beliefs that might constrain science learning causing 

misconceptions, provide information gradually based on students' learning 

progressions and develop students' scientific reasoning and executive 

function skills. 
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